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Roe v. Wade’s
Potential
Demise Will
Renew The
Prospects of
Federalism

May 3, 2022 | By Luke Lattanzi

P

olitico published a truly jaw-dropping report on May 2 revealing a preliminary
draft of the Supreme Court’s decision on Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization, written by Associate Justice Samuel Alito. In the draft he calls the landmark
Roe v. Wade decision “egregiously wrong from the start.”

It is important to note that this draft is not the final ruling of the High Court. As of right
now, Roe v. Wade is still the law. Opinion rough drafts are a common and integral part of
the Supreme Court’s daily procedures. The preliminary decision revealed by Alito’s opinion, which suggests that there is at least a five-justice majority in favor of overturning
Roe, could easily change between now and the Court’s official ruling.
As expected, the political left is melting over Roe’s potential demise. America’s democracy
defenders are in full swing, telling doomsday stories of the terrestrial hell that women are
about to be cast into should Roe be overturned.
But the issue of abortion is a highly political and contentious one, and if those on the left
are really concerned with “democracy” (and I’m not too convinced they actually are), then
overturning Roe v. Wade would be the right move.
If the Supreme Court were to overturn Roe, it would signal the beginning of the end of
a hastily concocted legal fiction. That legal fiction posits that the judiciary can create
constitutional rights out of thin air, and that the meaning of the Constitution itself can
change depending on the whimsical resolve of an unelected committee of judges.
This fiction completely contradicts the original purpose of America’s judicial branch,
which was an institution devoted solely to interpreting the Constitution based on what
the text actually says, and within the context of the time period from when it was written.
This newer doctrine—this legal fiction—is what is widely known as the living Constitution.
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There are plenty of men and women, all of whom are smarter and wiser than I am, who
have already issued far more sophisticated defenses of the originalist/textualist mode
of judicial interpretation and why it is the best available mode of interpretation to the
American judiciary. I will, however, submit that the very fact that the Constitution is
written down to begin with should logically denote its wider purpose to be adhered to as
written, within the context of the time period from when it was written.
Indeed, as I’ve noted elsewhere in American Pigeon, if the Constitution can magically
change by judicial fiat, then what is the purpose of a written national charter at all?
Historically, instances of judicial fiat have led America astray. The Dred Scott v. Sandford
decision is a perfect historical example of what can happen when the Supreme Court
deviates from an originalist/textualist mode of interpretation, and instead issues rulings
based on political preference.

While conservatives want to maintain America’s federalist system that
diffuses power…throughout the various levels of government, liberals
want a nationalized majority that can impose its will anywhere and
everywhere, all at the same time.
Dred Scott held that, despite the Constitution clearly giving Congress the power to govern the American territories, slavery should nevertheless be expanded thereof, effectively depriving Congress of its constitutionally ordained right to govern the territories. In
both Dred Scott and Roe, justices hastily crafted a legal standard that conformed not to
what the Constitution said, but instead to what ought to be, in accordance with their own
policy positions.
Matters of policy, no matter how controversial, should never be deferred to a council of
unelected judges. The volatile nature of the issue of abortion alone shows that the opportunity for the people and their elected representatives to debate and pass abortion
legislation is of vital importance to a healthy democracy, despite what liberal Roe advocates may suggest.
So if overturning Roe really would be better for democracy, then why are so many of
America’s democracy defenders upset? This conflict has to do with the way both liberals
and conservatives conceptualize democracy. It would appear that, while conservatives
want to maintain America’s federalist system that diffuses power (mainly raw majoritarian impulses) throughout the various levels of government, liberals want a nationalized
majority that can impose its will anywhere and everywhere, all at the same time.
The latter conception of democracy is in favor of a national abortion mandate, despite
the indisputable contentiousness of the matter, and finds no issue with violating the
rights of the states as a means to that end. In arriving at this revelation, we can begin to
see that the principal hidden grievance behind Roe advocates’ dismay is essentially the
Constitution not saying what they want it to say. It is a frustration with the Constitution’s
ambiguity on the issue, as well as all other political issues of the day, and in the future.
The Constitution isn’t a crystal ball that magically ordains every issue liberals care about,
and Democrats are upset as a result.
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This reasoning is all the more absurd when we consider the general presupposition that
Roe advocates operate under, which is that there is a great national mandate behind the
legalization of abortion nationwide, and that most Americans find it acceptable that it
should be legal during any point of pregnancy.
Overturning Roe v. Wade would finally make the system work the way it is supposed to
work, deferring to the states and its people an issue as culturally and ethically contentious as abortion.

The Supreme Court
Must Stay its Course
in the Face of Political
Pressure
May 4, 2022 | By Luke Lattanzi

P

olitico’s leak of the Supreme Court’s
preliminary draft opinion, written
by Associate Justice Samuel Alito, presents a grave situation for
the nation’s highest court. If the Supreme
Court backtracks on its supposed decision
to overturn Roe v. Wade, it could appear as
if the Court was influenced by the political
pressure exerted by abortion activists.

As I’ve noted before, preliminary drafts are a common occurrence in the Supreme Court’s
daily procedures when fleshing out a final ruling. Justice Alito’s 98 page draft, while possibly being a landmark piece of writing for the legal conservative movement, will nevertheless most likely be fleshed out as the justices continue to deliberate on the final ruling,
even if Roe v. Wade is overturned.
While we should always respect the final ruling of the Supreme Court’s decision, regardless of the outcome, a decision upholding Roe may have disastrous implications for the
Court’s legitimacy. It could potentially put the Court on a collision course with the political interests of zealous pro-abortion activists on the left, directly implicating the Court in
a tumultuous political dispute.
The political tension caused by Roe’s potential demise as a nearly 50-year legal precedent
has already prompted an extreme political reaction from the left. A pro-abortion group
calling itself “Ruth Sent Us,” recently announced that it had located the homes of the six
conservative Supreme Court justices. While the Google Doc link has since been removed,
supposedly containing the home addresses of the six justices, the announcement next to
the document link still remains:
“ANNOUNCING: Walk-by Wednesday, May 11, 2022! At the homes of the six extremist justices, three in Virginia and three in Maryland. If you’d like to join or lead a peaceful protest, let us know.”
Note that the website calls the six conservative justices “extremists,” but attempting to
locate and personally confront judges who have presumably made a decision you don’t
agree with is far more indicative of extremism than overturning Roe will ever be.
Seeing the left’s political meltdown, as well as an apparent attempt to dox the justices
(which, for the most part, has garnered little condemnations from the legacy media), a final decision upholding Roe would be terribly problematic.
It would signal to many in this country, both those on the right and left, that leaking draft
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opinions to provoke a political reaction can leverage the final decision of the High Court.
It would send the message that the nation’s final arbiter of the law can be influenced by
political pressure. This would, without a doubt, destroy the Supreme Court’s legitimacy as
the nation’s principal legal and non-political institution.
The best thing the Supreme Court can do right now is to simply ignore the agitators and
focus on the law, business as usual. As of now, it seems evident that the justices understand this. Just recently, Associate Justice Clarence Thomas commented on the recent
opinion leak, saying that institutions shouldn’t be “bullied” into delivering what some see
as the preferred outcome.
Supreme Court opinion leaks have happened before, but are nevertheless extremely rare.
For a tumultuous decision like the one to be made by the Court in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization, it is especially imperative that the Court remain vigilant on the
law, and the law only.
Jackson Women’s Health Organization disputes a Mississippi state abortion law that prohibits abortions performed after 15 weeks of pregnancy. Because fetal viability takes place
around 22-24 weeks, the 15 weeks creates an “undue burden” on the right to abortion. If
the Court rules in favor of the state, it will surely overturn Roe as precedent, leaving the
issue of abortion completely at the discretion of the states.

The Quest for Dominant Discourse: Section 230 Rears
Its Head Again Amid Elon Musk Twitter Takeover
April 27, 2022
By Jacob Yusufov

Photo by: Anna Moneymaker/Getty
Images

A

fter two years of Republicans wishing to revoke Section 230 and eliminate liability
protections for social media platforms, the conversation has commenced again,
but this time from Democrats. This has prompted concern from the right over
how reformation of the section would be applied, fearing that it will be another
attempt to exert ideological control after Elon Musk finalized his deal to acquire Twitter.
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During a Senate tech hearing in October 2020, chief executives for Twitter, Facebook and
Google fielded questions from both Republican and Democratic lawmakers. While Republicans were focused on the tech giants’ censorship of conservatives, Democrats focused
on “misinformation” regarding the November 2020 election.
Republican lawmakers and then-President Donald Trump supported revoking Section
230 of the Communications Decency Act of 1996 after Twitter “masked his tweets” about
the George Floyd riots in Minnesota during 2020. At the time, conservatives praised this
action as a viable way to combat censorship.
This would have been a power play, and a reactionary one at that. Because now that Elon
Musk is poised to take Twitter private, after reaching a $44 billion deal with the board on
April 26, questions about Section 230 resurfaced, and not in conservatives’ favor.
(READ MORE: Do We Embrace Conservatism as a ‘Reactionary’ Movement?)
While the deal was being finalized on April 25, Jen Psaki was asked during a press briefing
whether there was any concern over Musk’s bid and the potential that President Trump
might be back on the platform.
“No matter who owns or runs Twitter, the President has long been concerned about the
power of large social media platforms, what they ha- — the power they have over our everyday lives; has long argued that tech platforms must be held accountable for the harms
they cause.” She added that “[Biden] has been a strong supporter of fundamental reforms
to achieve that goal, including reforms to Section 230, enacting antitrust reforms, requiring more transparency, and more. And he’s encouraged that there’s bipartisan interest in
Congress.”
Despite claims made by Reuters and other outlets that, “No fresh announcements were
made by the White House on plans to reform Section 230,” based on the above statement,
it appears Psaki was the first to bring it up during the briefing. But at the same time,
shortly after the 2020 election, Joe Biden sat down with a New York Times reporter, where
he mentioned his support for revoking Section 230.
Section 230 is partially defined as “broad immunity” for providers and users so that they
are not held liable for content that others publish. For providers, this means that liability
is eliminated when a user posts something that may be prohibited by laws on obscenity or
the sexual exploitation of children, sex trafficking, etc. In other words, social media platforms are not treated as publishers, but as hosts.
(READ MORE: Elon Musk’s Twitter Bid: The Ministry of Truth Was Challenged)
Because the criticism for the law differs in focus and application for Republicans and
Democrats, reforming or entirely revoking Section 230 would have varying results. On
the Republican side, these platforms would be liable to lawsuits as though they were publishers, specifically for how they curate and moderate content. After the 2020 election,
then-Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey admitted that its censorship of the New York Post’s Hunter
Biden laptop scandal was a “mistake.”
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Dorsey has also recently tweeted that “Twitter as a company has always been my sole issue and my biggest regret. It has been owned by Wall Street and the ad model. Taking
it back from Wall Street is the correct first step,” adding that he believes Musk to be the
“singular solution” to the issue of Twitter being considered a “company.”
If this section was revoked two years ago, it’s likely that Twitter would have been sued for
a slew of complaints that conservatives had against the company, such as shadow-banning, down ranking replies, removing followers, and suspending and banning accounts.
The most glaring hypocrisy in blocking Trump’s tweets, and then permanently banning him, is the service’s decision to keep the Taliban and Ayatollah. If violence and hate
speech were really matters of concern, it’s curious how the Ayatollah, who calls for genocide, earned Twitter’s good graces.
If the Biden Administration makes plans to reform or remove Section 230, would that apply to all social media platforms and, if so, would they be applied equally? As Democrats
currently wield power, it’s unsurprising to many that they would push for reformation of
Section 230 in their favor. Any dominant power with its posterity in mind will seek to level
the playing field to its advantage.
French philosopher Michel Foucault once wrote in The Order of Things that, “in any given
culture and at any given moment, there is always only one episteme that defines the conditions of possibility for knowledge, whether expressed in a theory or silently invested in a
practice.”
Politics is hardly ever merely theoretical and never silent as much as it is dramaturgical;
but what Foucault is saying is that a dominant set of ideas and values (episteme) shapes
the way we identify and interact with knowledge. When a certain way of speaking, or a
discourse, is dominant, or when narratives are made to be uniform across institutions,
then they determine what we consider to be true. This is why the left is so up in arms
about Musk owning Twitter; because, as far as we know, he is not going to be the gatekeeper of their ideas.
Since his bid to own Twitter, Musk has caused distress amongst the political left, as his
self-avowed free speech absolutism is seen as a threat to the ideological camp that thrives
on labeling disagreement “misinformation.” Conservatives took to Twitter:
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Musk also faces standards and laws in place by other governments. He has caused such
anxiety that EU regulators are threatening a “ban” if he doesn’t comply with their standards.
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Elon Musk’s Twitter Bid: The Ministry of
Truth Was Challenged

I

April 20, 2022 | By Luke Lattanzi

am not a diehard Elon Musk fan, nor am I confident that his recent attempt to carry
out a hostile takeover of Twitter will improve the prospects of freedom of speech on
social media. Many conservatives seem to have an interesting habit of fawning over
Musk everytime he agitates the left. The “based meme man billionaire” version of
Musk, a man who regularly drops bombs on Twitter’s left-wing and fights for “free speech
absolutism” is a desirable narrative, but nevertheless highly romanticized.
Elon Musk is one of the richest people in the world. The battle over Twitter right now, regardless of where you stand on the matter, is ultimately a battle between super-rich people who all see Twitter not just as a social media website, but an incredibly powerful tool
that can influence how vast swaths of people view the world.
We can speculate all day long about how one billionaire owning all of Twitter is potentially
despotic (and maybe it is), but that certainly doesn’t take away from the fact that Twitter is
already despotic.
The milquetoast warnings about ‘evil billionaire’ Elon Musk’s takeover attempt don’t really
bode well. They’re issued by the blue check marks who support the website’s censorious
status quo already maintained by the billionaires before Elon Musk’s investment.
Perhaps the absurdity of this position is best exemplified in a recent op-ed in The Guardian by Robert Reich, a left-wing economist and author. He writes:
“Musk says he wants to ‘free’ the internet. But what he really aims to do is make it 		
even less accountable than it is now, when it’s often impossible to discover who 			
is making the decisions about how algorithms are designed, who is filling social
media with lies, who’s poisoning our minds with pseudo-science and propaganda, 		
and who’s deciding which versions of events go viral and which stay under wraps.”
According to Reich, a despotic internet results not from a censorious group of societal
elites who wish to muffle and label those who disagree with them under the broad guise of
“pseudo-science and propaganda,” but rather from a more public square-oriented space
with a renewed wariness of censorship.
A stronger commitment by Twitter to conform to the ideal of the public square threatens
the current power dynamic on the website. It may certainly be more chaotic in the eyes of
the blue check marks, but I doubt they have any genuine concern about the rise of illegal
activity, such as doxxing or the posting of illegal content. What they’re really concerned
about, and what that chaos of a free platform will ultimately bring, is an instability to their
current oligopoly on information. It will take away their ability to act as the self-appointed
Ministry of Truth on a platform of 313 million users.
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We’d also do well to allow for nuance when discussing the merit of “free speech absolutism” as it relates to Twitter. The Robert Reichs of the world seem to believe that if Twitter conforms to Elon Musk’s view of what it should be (or rather, what we think his view
is), the website will become just as toxic as the notorious anonymous imageboard forums
such as 4chan or 8chan.
This is an extremely lazy charge. The conservative objection to big tech censorship rests
in this core premise: a good federal government is not “limited” in that it can only do
nothing, but rather that it is restrained and prudent. It intervenes only when the rights of
the people are violated by both public and private entities. Large tech goliaths like Twitter
should not get to trample over the First Amendment simply by virtue of being a private
company when they comprise such a large portion of online American discourse. Twitter
wants to act as a public square moderator, all the while retaining the benefits of a private
company. It can’t be both.
As for the concerns of doxxing and beheading videos suddenly running rampant on Twitter should Elon Musk get his way, I have seen no rational proponent of free speech online
advocating for anything beyond the reasonable constraints already applied by law. Legal
repercussions for genuine instances of illicit activity are far more bipartisan than Reich
apparently believes.

“Perhaps the sketchy anonymous imageboard forums
wouldn’t be so viciously potent with the alt-righties
had we not decided to exile them to the digital gulag.”
There is also a valid conversation to be had regarding the true effectiveness of censorious content moderation on social media websites, and whether it really does help to curb
things like political and religious extremism from “underground” fringe websites. Proponents of content moderation are said to combat echo chambers such as these, but all
it has seemed to do is exacerbate this paradigm. Ideas deemed “hateful” or “bigoted” are
almost immediately censored off mainstream social media, but ideas themselves, no matter how hateful they may be, cannot be destroyed.
Fringe websites that harbor ideas akin to political or religious extremism or bigotry have
always relied on the false narrative of persecution: they don’t like you, which is why they
censored you, so come to our space where your ideas will be continuously validated by
likeminded individuals. Instead of having their ideas discredited and disproven in an open
public square, genuinely hateful ideologies are censored and hence incentivized to fester
elsewhere among those who will likely always agree.
Perhaps the sketchy anonymous imageboard forums wouldn’t be so viciously potent with
the alt-righties had we not decided to exile them to the digital gulag.
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This paradigm becomes even worse when the so-called effort to “combat hate speech” becomes a euphemism for silencing those with whom you disagree. Hate speech is an inherently subjective charge, and there is certainly nothing more despotic for free speech than
an oligarchy of technology companies, all of whom control the vast majority of discourse
online, whimsically deciding what does and does not constitute hate speech.
You would think that, for all Robert Reich’s fears regarding Elon Musk’s coronation as
Emperor of the Internet should he successfully acquire Twitter, that he would be wary of
the current paradigm that plagues social media as it currently stands.
But he isn’t, because that paradigm actively caters to his side of the aisle, and he is all the
more incentivized to actively support it if that means maintaining his false sense of moral
supremacy over those with whom he disagrees.
Robert Reich doesn’t really care about the dangers of billionaires owning Twitter. If he
did, then perhaps he would direct some of his outrage toward Alwaleed bin Talal, a Saudi Arabian prince who sits on Twitter’s board of directors. A super rich nobleman from a
country notorious for its harsh treatment of journalists and dissidents having sway on the
board of an American social media company doesn’t seem to bother Reich, why?
His cognitive dissonance ultimately leads him to conclude that the “dream of every dictator, strongman, demagogue and modern-day robber baron on Earth,” is a free speech
internet. Of course, that’s why Vladimir Putin banned all Western media from Russia and
arrested thousands of his own citizens for protesting against his incursion into Ukraine.
Mental gymnastics like these are common among the real demagogues who regularly gaslight their opponents for pointing out their totalitarian antics in front of the whole world
to see.
Twitter’s new CEO, Parag Agrawal, is even on record stating that the social media company should “focus less on thinking about free speech, but thinking about how times have
changed.” He added, “Where our role is particularly emphasized is who can be heard. And
so increasingly, our role is moving towards how we recommend content…how we direct
people’s attention.”
One billionaire owning Twitter may not be the right course of action, but it did vindicate a
key conservative hypothesis: that Twitter is a left-wing website that actively censors opinions it finds politically inconvenient for its narrative.
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The Editors’ Blog

May 7, 2022 | By Jacob Yusufov

Is Conservatism
Ideological?
Russell Kirk

I have written on this topic before but mainly in passing while focusing on other things. That’s not
going to change here, but it might serve us well in the political conversation to have a summary of
my answer to this question.
The short answer is no: At best, conservatism is anti-ideological, or a negation of ideology, as Russell Kirk put it. At worst? I don’t know, maybe it can be considered ideological, but only when we
refuse to actually think about it.
Here I explained ideology as
“coming from the Greek idea to mean “form, pattern” and logos, meaning “word, 				
reason and plan”— so, “discourse.” It is through this discourse that we interpret 				
the world and formulate a worldview.”
Politics changes across time, and so has conservatism. While Kirk outlines his principles of conservatism, he describes these principles as a way of being, maxims that we generally agree on, but not
some doctrine to coerce ourselves to abide.
“The attitude we call conservatism is sustained by a body of sentiments, rather than by a 			
system of ideological dogmata. It is almost true that a conservative may be defined as a
person who thinks himself such. The conservative movement or body of opinion can 			
accommodate a considerable diversity of views on a good many subjects, there being no 			
Test Act or Thirty-Nine Articles of the conservative creed.”
Perhaps this is why conservatism has been on the losing side of history. When defending or pursuing ideology, there are contradictions that might have to be made and moral principles that might
have to be conceded, in an attempt to save ideological face. An example: the January 6th riot was
wrong. The BLM “summer of love” riots were also wrong. We can assess their impacts and causes
separately. And perhaps this is why the ideology of the left prevails; because, unlike them, conservatives are generally unwilling to (for fear of hypocrisy) allow morality to cede to their political ends.
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As I write here,
“Because conservatism is relative and reactionary, in that it asserts a respect for 			
pre-established conventions against the assertion of the desire to upend them, there is no 		
ideational uniformity, institutional or cultural hegemony that demands conformity to a 		
structural body of authority. Conservatism is instantaneously anachronistic: the moment it
utters a vision, it renders itself obsolete, an orphan against the revolutionary, a deer in the 		
headlight of change”
In effect, conservatism attempts to negate ideology, to react to it. It acknowledges, to paraphrase
Kirk, that permanence is more important than the belief that history is inevitably marching onward
toward progression. In fact, we are so susceptible to degradation that we must be prudent in our
steps, especially when dealing with those who want to revolutionize (and upend) our world because
of some preconceived utopia that exists in the works of their heroes. To the conservative, utopia
does not exist, liberty and (pure) equality are incompatible, and we will never tame the vicissitudes
of human nature. We have only the 20th century to look to on the atrocities committed when we try
to tame either history or nature.

Read more articles like this at Burke, a blog
by the Editors of American Pigeon
Go here to check out Burke: Burkes.substack.com

Nina Jankowicz/Flickr

The Ministry of
Truth: Biden
Administration
Creates
‘Disinformation
Governance Board’
Under DHS

April 29 | By Jacob Yusufov

“

The Party told you to reject the evidence of your eyes and
ears. It was their final, most essential command.”
George Orwell, 1984
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D

ays after Elon Musk secured his bid to procure Twitter, the Biden Administration
announced plans to create a ‘Disinformation Governance Board’ under the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to combat “misinformation.” The timing
has been a cause for concern to conservatives, although the move is unsurprising. As of this writing, #MinistryOfTruth is trending on Twitter.

The Ministry of Truth is a concept from George Orwell’s novel, 1984. It is a misnomer, in
that it does not elicit truth but propagates lies for the benefit of the “Party.” The Ministry
of Truth is that arbitrary, bureaucratic Orwellian nightmare of 1984. Its purpose is not to
tell the truth, but to erase truth, falsify history, and create Party hegemony. This is, in effect, the strategy of the Democratic Party and their global accomplices.
It explains why there has been such fierce backlash from the political establishmentarians
and their herd against the common man who has come to see through their manipulative
games. The manipulation of truth is the purpose of Biden’s new Disinformation Governance Board. It is not to counter misinformation, but to spew their own as “objectivity,” as
“fact”, as “truth.” It is nothing more than propaganda.
But how do we know this without appearing with partisan objectives ourselves? We merely retain the liberal skepticism that is vital for any healthy society, or for the “democracy”
we often hear is at risk.
The Disinformation Governance Board is being set up under the DHS with the purpose to
counter misinformation that is a threat to the U.S.’s homeland security. While the specific
focus is reportedly on Russia and irregular migration, the board will be headed by executive director Nina Jankowicz.
A series of tweets that she has made expressly shows her political agenda; consequently
suggesting how the board will be governed. From her views on the Hunter Biden laptop
story, to freedom of speech being considered “white and male” to her views on criticizing
Vice President Kamala Harris.
Jankowicz was previously a “disinformation fellow” at the Wilson Center and an advisor to
the Ukrainian Foreign Ministry as part of the Fulbright Public Policy Fellowship. She also
oversaw Russia and Belarus programs at the National Democratic Institute, according to
Politico.
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(READ MORE: The Quest for Dominant Discourse: Section 230 Rears Its Head Again
Amid Elon Musk Twitter Takeover)
In a series of tweets by Jack Posobiec of Human Events Daily, we learned that Jankowicz
believes that elections “aren’t an end point,” they are an “inflection point” and social media policies need to reflect that.

In a tweet, Jankowicz also discredited the Hunter Biden laptop story, originally reported
by the New York Post. She maintained that the story was Russian disinformation.
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Her views on free speech are also a partisan reflection of her political leaning. In one
tweet she calls the “free speech vs censorship framing a false dichotomy.” She also criticized former President Trump for not disavowing “disinformation and conspiracy theories.”

In another tweet, she responds to a Trump tweet implying that “freedom of speech is only
if you’re white and male and Trump’s distinct brand of republican.”
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Last year, referencing a piece Jankowicz wrote in WIRED, she tweeted “Platforms and
governments aren’t doing enough,” she wrote on social media. “It’s time to act. Our national security and democracy are at stake.” Again with the “democracy.”

“Congress should reauthorize the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) and include provisions against online gender-based harassment,” Jankowicz wrote in the WIRED article
claiming that there are “widespread campaigns [that] represent just a sliver of the abuse
that women in public life deal with on a daily basis in the internet era.”


Culture & Politics

May 5, 2022 | By Charles Jacobi
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I

f you’re reading this you’ve heard the news. The SCOTUS is planning to knockdown Roe vs.
Wade, a legal decision under the sovereignty of The Constitution of The United States that
supposedly affirms a woman’s right to abortion. Abortionist protesters ran to the steps of the
SCOTUS hall to voice their disdain, not after a second following the leak from Politico. Their
signs featured slogans like “The people are supreme”, “Not going back” (coupled with an image of a
coat-hanger) and “ You can’t stop abortion”.
The barrage of signage was confusing. On one hand abortionists message they refuse a return to the
days of alleyway abortions, but on the other, they threaten to continue in aborting their children regardless of what the law says. The messaging is doubly obscure considering the signage saying “Our
blood is on your hands” and “abortion saves lives” The alleyway abortions—the procedures these
signs are alluding to—are voluntarily adopted by their constituents. This messaging, somehow, conclude the deaths of mothers who opt for rogue abortions falls on anyone but themselves.
Needless to say, the Democratic voter base was emboldened after the SCOTUS leak. One may postulate the leak was a deliberate move to send electricity through their dying voter base. Albeit illegal, that’s not a bad idea. The DNC is losing voters right and left. The Red Tsunami is here.
“...it’s not clear that it will give the party any significant boost in the upcoming midterm elections.” a
Vox reporter noted in a recent column about the SCOTUS decision on Roe. The reporter hints Republicans can brag they’ve finally delivered on something they have been working on for years, and
that this may backfire because most Americans think women Roe should be untouched.
This is true. A vast majority of American are okay with Roe. About 7/10 in fact. To think this will
embolden the Democrat base and offset recent gains by Republicans is far from reality, however.
The numbers don’t lie. According to an Axios poll, Hispanics are more concerned over inflation
than they do COVID-19 (the pullback on COVID hysteria makes sense now). Only in December
2021 were these metrics flip-flopped. Hispanics cared more about the pandemic back then, but this
is no more.
In recent months the concern about America’s economy has far surpassed the disease. This flippening might be subtle in nature, but it’s bad news for a DNC that depends on Hispanic voters. It
might be more treacherous for Dems regarding the Black vote. 92% of Black voters went for Biden
in the presidential race. But, according to the New York Post only 69% of those voters still support
the president, and an impressive 20% strongly disapprove.
It isn’t disaffected white liberals who are dragging down Biden’s approval rating. It’s their (former?) base: minorities. Barely a fourth of Hispanic voters support Biden. And, as more time passes,
Blacks are dissenting.
Perhaps Democrat voters will be fervent come midterms, but the numbers of that base will have
dwindled. A voter’s conviction counts for nothing in a game meant for numbers. 100 dispassionate
voters will always beat 1 zealous voter. The headcount is what determines elections in the end, and
at the moment, the DNC is losing heads in droves.
The rhetorical device of a Politico columnist illustrates the amount of ground Democrats need to
gain to survive come midterms: “If Biden can preside over a spring and summer that brings an end
to Covid-dominated America, if masks come off and schools stay open, if inflation is tempered, if the
spike in crime fades, if the Republicans tear each other apart in the primaries, if the leading GOP
presidential candidate faces criminal indictments, if (as now seems likely) the redistricting process is
less brutal than first feared, then November may not be the cruelest month of Democratic nightmares.”
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The above statement by Jeff Greenfield—who leans to the left—was published this February. Democrats have taken heed and throttled their dispersement of COVID related media, but only a few
months after the column would inflation hit it’s highest point since 1941. Crime is up tens of percentage points, and it seems Republicans are uniting among a commons et of values and political strategy
(finally some offense) for once. Greenfield’s rhetoric turned out to be a type of cynical prophesy.
Democrats won’t have the juice come midterms if the current political—and cultural—narrative continues its trajectory.
Visit TheSapient.net for more articles like this

If you liked this issue of American Pigeon, we ask that you consider visiting
our website, AmericanPigeon.org, as well as subscribing to all our newsletters
and following us on social media.
American Pigeon, as a small conservative journal, runs entirely on donations.
Please consider donating any amount at AmericanPigeon.org/donate.

For more information regarding submissions and inquiries, please visit AmericanPigeon.org/contact.
You can also send us an email at contact@americanpigeon.org
Thank you!
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Our Mission
We decided to begin from the inspiration of voices that have been all too often misunderstood,
mischaracterized, and left to silence by the herd of self-righteous and deafened court of public
opinion.
At a time no more politically severed than now, accurate, probing discourse has been submerged, and often it seems consciously subverted, underneath hysterics. The persistent issues
of our time demand more than unchecked political assassinations, but examinations into the
positions we take, ideological prejudices we hold, and into the throes of objectivity accelerating
to a halt.
It is up to a socially deafened generation, suffering from its own willful blindness, to break the
feedback loop of our self-tailored feeds we bury our heads into, believing we are saving the
world, at the expense of humanity. Always at the expense of life.
The unreality of the ‘safe space’ is that within it is contained the small self-pitiful hope that
social insulation will perpetually protect the essence of who we are, “whomever that might
eventually turn out to be.” What was initially a physical space has evolved into a digital world,
answering why with whatever pathology we might bring to life.
Developed from the desire to tailor everything to our preconceptions, is the chaos we now see
as Americans tear their identity apart, and lose deference, friendships and family.
I observed that despite our studies of culture and societies, we never asked why they perished;
or, if we did, in the answers motive took precedence over truth. As a result, by our lack of historical orientation and gratitude, we manufacture the hatred brewed for our own civilization,
allowing our students to actively aid her decadence.
Social conservatism derives from gratitude. When threatened with constant change, the fragile
networks upon which social relations depend are upheld by a common moral and political criteria. That criteria can only remain free and valid when dissent is welcomed.
In the era of 250 characters, and millions achieving their fix with a like, reblog, repost, and captioned rant, induced with self-prescribed dopamine and “feel-good” politics, it’s within the
American interest to put their pride aside and contend with truth—and truth is not something
that is conveniently agreeable.
But as our social and cultural institutions crumble, families and friends split, sports and corporations becoming political appendages, schools and universities harboring political motives,
inflated with power politics, discursive formations, language alterations, hate-promoted ideologies, historical revisions, and much else, we threaten not to succumb to tyranny, not autocracy, not media and establishment puppetry, but because of these, civilizational decadence.
Over a century ago, pigeons were the unsung heroes of World War I, delivering messages to
commanders on the battlefield. At the time, technology was inept and unmatched by these
feathered soldiers who proved more reliable than telephone and telegraph.
Today is an age where our communication is restricted and increasingly censored along ideological lines in the Information War. We are all pigeons in some way, flying around eating and
defecating, eliciting only casual disregard.
It’s our mission to swing on our carrier bag and helmet, fly above the noisy feedback loops to
carry back down what is most important.
Let the truth stand on its own, as everyone else attempts to write history.
—Jacob Yusufov, Founder & Editor in Chief

